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we propose a spin-entropy for the observables of spin pure states based on the phase space of a
spin as described by the geometric quantization method, and we also expand it to mixed quantum
states. This proposed entropy overcomes the limitations of previously-proposed entropies such
as von Neumann entropy which only quantifies the randomness of specifying the quantum state.
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1. Introduction

The quantification of randomness of a quantum state, via the entropy, gives the amount
of information of a state (the inverse of entropy).

Von Neumann entropy has been an important concept applied to quantum computing.
One important distinction between quantum computing and classical computing is the
interference phenomena captured by entanglement of qubits. A much-studied challenge
to building quantum computers is decoherence, where during computational processing,
entangled states tend to disentangle by interacting with the environment, and the quantum
interference is lost, e.g., see [1–6]. Thus, maintaining entanglement is a topic of much
interest for constructing robust quantum algorithms and computers. To further understand
these phenomena, an accurate quantification of the information flow during these processes
may be necessary.

There are many similarities between a qubit and a spin of a particle. An arbitrary state
for a qubit can be written as a linear combination of the Pauli matrices, which provide a
basis for all 2× 2 self-adjoint matrices. Thus, a straightforward connection between qubits
and spin 1/2 formalism is established. However, for many physical models of qubits, for
example using photon polarization states or an atom’s ground state vs. an excited state, the
Pauli exclusion principle is removed. We exploit the similarities and dissimilarities between
two spin 1/2 particles and two qubits when studying entanglement of two particles. Both
cases require the understanding of spin randomness (information) and its entanglement
information.

The entropy of the internal degrees of freedom (DOFs), that is, the spin of a particle,
as well as the entropy of the spatial DOFs, applied to the evolution of quantum physical
states may help our understanding of physics. We speculate that the evolution of physical
systems requires the information content not to increase (the entropy not to decrease).
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We examine previous efforts on quantifying randomness for a spin state and propose
a new spin entropy. Extensions to qubits entropy for entanglement scenarios are also
considered.

1.1. Previous Work

In classical physics, entropy was introduced to handle large ensembles of particles,
where the complete specification of the state is not practical. In quantum physics, von
Neumann entropy [7] quantifies only the lack of knowledge an observer has about a quan-
tum state, i.e., it quantifies only the randomness in specifying its DOFs. Thus, for all pure
single particles and for all pure entangled particles, von Neumann entropy is zero, even
though only probabilities are knowable about the set of observables. The Stern–Gerlach
experiment [8] illustrates the quantum scenario for spin, where spin 1/2 particles with a I-up
direction state are prepared and, despite having zero von Neumann entropy, randomness
in the spin values along any direction perpendicular to I is observed. Nevertheless, von
Neumann entropy, with a limited evaluation of the randomness of a quantum system, has
played an important role on our understanding of physical phenomena. The work on
quantum thermalization [9–12] and their references suggests that the procedure of tracing
out the environment and evaluating the reduced density matrix of a system of interest
may relate to classical entropy. We argue that a complete quantification of randomness,
including the randomness of the observable, will lead to a more accurate understanding of
the role of entropy in physics.

Wehrl entropy [13] was introduced to approximate a classical entropy for a quantum
state, and Lieb studied spin-coherent states to evaluate Wehrl spin entropy [14,15]. As in
the case of spatial coherent states, spin coherent states constitute an overcomplete set of
states. Due to this overcomplete representation, all spin 1/2 states, up to a global phase,
are coherent states; in addition, a large set of spin 1 states are coherent states. Since Werhl
entropy is based on an overcomplete basis representation, projections onto this basis lead
to quasi-probabilities violating the Kolmogorov third axiom. The overcomplete basis
decomposition and the arbitrariness of the choice of spin-coherent states basis to define the
probability distribution prevent Wehrl entropy from accurately quantifying the randomness
associated with the spin observables.

Those limitations of the von Neumann and the Wehrl entropies impact the evaluation
of much-studied entangled states. For any pure entangled state, von Neumann entropy is
zero, and when tracing out one particle of the entanglement, the von Neumann entropy
of the resulting mixed state is larger than when tracing out the disentangled state, which
leads to a single particle pure state with zero von Neumann entropy. Similarly, Wehrl
entropy for any entangled state is also evaluated via tracing out the state, and it is larger
for entanglement while being minimized by disentanglement. Note that Wehrl entropy is
minimized for all spin-coherent states up to a phase [15,16].

1.2. Our Contribution

We propose a definition of spin-entropy to quantify the randomness of the spin
observables once the DOFs of a quantum spin state have been specified. Our approach to
precisely characterize randomness is to employ conjugate operators forming a spin phase
space. Thus, we adopt the geometric quantization method [17–19]. In contrast with Wehrl
entropy, the probabilities are derived from projections onto orthogonal basis functions, and
thus they satisfy all the Kolmogorov axioms of probability. We show that the minimum of
this entropy in phase space is ln 2π due to the entropic uncertainty principle for conjugate
spin operators. We extend the definition of spin-entropy to (i) mixed states, where classical
randomness is assigned to each quantum state, (ii) quantum field theory (QFT), where the
number of particles is also an observable, and (iii) qubits, where we consider the same
spin-entropy for spin 1/2, in log base 2, without enforcing the Pauli exclusion principle for
the quantum states.
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We explore the much-studied topic of spin entanglements and disentanglements. For
a two-spin system, we show that Bell entangled states, maximally entangled states, are
assigned the lowest spin-entropy. We show that disentangled states are assigned maximum
qubit-entropy. This is in contrast with previous quantum entropy work as pointed out
earlier. We then propose that the degree of entanglement for any number of particles or any
number of qubits be defined by the spin-entropy or qubit-entropy. The lower the entropy
of an entangled state, the greater the entanglement. We also extend the analysis of the
spin-entropy of entanglement states for the case of three fermions of spin 1/2.

We discuss possible directions to study thermalization via the proposed entropy. A
list of symbols used is provided in Appendix B, in order of appearance.

2. Material and Methods: Spin Phase Space

We first briefly review geometric aspects of spin, including the geometric quantization
method that leads to the spin phase space.

The spin matrix associated with a particle can be specified, e.g., [20], as

®( = (G Ĝ + (H Ĥ + (I Î and (2 = (2
G + (2

H + (2
I ,

[(0, (1] = iℎ̄(2 where 0, 1, 2 is a cyclic permutation of G, H, I , and

[(2, (0] = 0 for 0 = G, H, I .

The spin value of a particle is a Casimir invariant, but it is not possible to know the
values of the spin projections in all directions in three dimensions, as knowing the value
of the spin along the I-direction implies that the G- and the H- direction spin values are
unknowable. This uncertainty reflects the close relation between spin matrices, their
unitary transformations, and the rotation group SO(3). For spin 1/2 particles, any spin state
is reachable from any other spin state via a 2 × 2 unitary transformation, which is a local
isomorphism (and a global homomorphism) to the SO(3) group. For spin 1, the matrices
are unitarily similar to SO(3), and they can be transformed into generators of SO(3) via
unitary transformations.

Two observations about Geometric Quantization (GQ), which we describe next, lead
us to adopting this method. One is the relevance of the SO(3) group to modeling spin states
which leads to the quantizing of the sphere itself. The other is that, at any given time, a
spin observable is the spin value along one chosen direction, say I-direction, and thus the
uncertainty principle formed by a pair of conjugate variables is between the spin along a
I-direction and not-the-I-direction. Note that a choice for the G- or H- axis direction is not
required with a choice of I-direction.

2.1. The Geometric Quantization Approach to Spin Phase Space

The phase space of a spin is derived from quantizing the sphere as it is developed by
the GQ method, e.g., see [17–19], and we summarize it now. The sphere is the surface of
the ball with a radius of the spin magnitude Bℎ̄.

On the sphere, the I values are specified by the polar representation Bℎ̄ cos \, while
the values on the intersection with planes perpendicular to the I-axis are specified by the
azimuth angle q. Treating the sphere as a phase space, a rescaled symplectic 2-form in
spherical polar coordinates is dl = d? ∧ d@ = Bℎ̄ sin \ d\ ∧ dq, and so the Lagrangian is
L = ? ¤@ = Bℎ̄ cos \ ¤q, and the action is (L =

∫
L dC = Bℎ̄

∫
cos \ dq. From this Lagrangian, the

GQ method derives the uncertainty commutation relation

[q, Bℎ̄ cos \] = iℎ̄ ,

where the conjugate pair of eigenvalues (q, Bℎ̄ cos \) ∈ [0, 2π) × {−Bℎ̄, . . . , Bℎ̄} forms a spin
phase space with a finite Hilbert space volume 2(2B + 1)πℎ̄.

Note that the rotation operator e−i (I
ℎ̄
q of an angle q around the I-axis describes the

polarization angle in the G-H plane. Thus, we will refer to the angle q as the polarization
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angle. In order to create physical quantities with the polarization operator q, we must
constrain q to a periodic function with period 2c, i.e., to values that are a function of eiq .

At the northern pole (cos \ = 1) and the southern pole (cos \ = −1), the angle q are
not defined. Thus, in the basis |q〉 that diagonalizes q, we have two operators, namely
Bℎ̄ cos \ = Bℎ̄ − iℎ̄ m

mq
for the northern hemisphere and Bℎ̄ cos \ = −Bℎ̄ − iℎ̄ m

mq
for the southern

hemisphere.
In the basis |q〉, the eigenstates of the operator (I = Bℎ̄ cos \ are��bB,<〉

=

∫
|q〉

〈
q
��bB,<〉

dq =
∫
kB,< (q) |q〉 dq ,

where < = −B, . . . , B and

kB,< (q) =
{

1√
2π

ei(B+<)q , < ≥ 0 (northern hemisphere) ;
1√
2π

ei(−B+<)q , < < 0 (southern hemisphere) .
(1)

The two solutions in (1) are periodic in q and differ by a phase (gauge) transformation of
e−i2Bq .

Consider a particle state |bB〉 of spin magnitude Bℎ̄. This state in the basis of the
eigenvectors of (I = Bℎ̄ cos \, and (2 is

|bB〉 =
B∑

<=−B
UB,<

��bB,<〉
,

where UB,< =
〈
bB,<

��bB〉 ∈ C sastisfying 1 =
∑B
<=−B |UB,< |2. In the basis of the conjugate

variable q, the state is

|bB〉 =
∫ 2π

0
|q〉〈q|bB〉 dq =

∫ 2π

0
|q〉

B∑
<=−B

UB,<
〈
q
��bB,<〉

dq

=

∫ 2π

0

B∑
<=−B

UB,<kB,< (q) |q〉 dq =
∫ 2π

0
_B (q) |q〉 dq , (2)

where

_B (q) = 〈q|bB〉 =
B∑
<−B

UB,<kB,< (q) . (3)

Thus, for a state |bB〉 with density matrix dB = |bB〉〈bB |, the probabilities of the phase space
are the product of the probabilities {dB,< =

〈
bB,<

��dB ��bB,<〉
= |UB,< |2} with the probability

densities {dB (q) = 〈q |dB |q〉 = |_B (q) |2}.

2.2. The Spin-Entropy in Spin Phase Space

Our goal is to quantify the randomness given a spin state. In order to capture the ran-
domness of the observables without double counting them, we specify the spin conjugate
operators that create the phase space. The phase space captures all the randomness of the
observables of a spin state.

We define the spin-entropy of a pure quantum state |bB〉 with spin B in spin phase
space to be

Definition 1.

S = SI + SI
⊥
= −

B∑
<=−B

dB,< ln dB,< −
∫
dB (q) ln dB (q) dq

= −
B∑

<=−B
|UB,< |2 ln |UB,< |2 −

∫
|_B (q) |2 ln |_B (q) |2 dq . (4)
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The first term is the Shannon entropy capturing the randomness of the spin value
along the I-axis. The second term is differential entropy capturing the randomness of the
spin value in the plane perpendicular to the I-axis, i.e., the entropy of the polarization angle
q. We define intrinsic-spin-information, represented by Γ, as the inverse of the entropy, i.e.,

Γ =
−1∑B

<=−B |UB,< |2 ln |UB,< |2 +
∫
|_B (q) |2 ln |_B (q) |2 dq

.

Γ is non-negative and quantifies what is known about the observables of a state, where
infinity indicates full knowledge of all the observable values simultaneously.

We conjecture that the spin-entropy (4) depends only on the variables that define
the spin-entropy’s component along the I-axis. This is further elaborated and utilized in
Conjecture 1. We also conjecture that the states with maximum and minimum spin-entropy
values are the ones with maximum and minimum spin-entropy component along the I-axis.

2.3. Illustrative Example

To illustrate the process of evaluating the spin-entropy, consider the case of a state with
UB,< =

√
2c/2B+1k∗B,< (q0), where q0 is an arbitrary given phase value. This state has a uniform

distribution |UB,< |2 = 1/2B+1, i.e., it is a state with the lowest intrinsic-spin-information along
the I-axis. Then,

_B (q) =
1

√
2c 2B + 1

B∑
<=−B

ei( (2\ (<)−1) B+<) (q−q0)

=
1√

2c (2B + 1)

(
1 −mod(2B, 2) + 2

2B∑
9= 9min

cos
(
9 (q − q0)

) )
,

where 9min = B + 1 − 1
2 mod(2B, 2), and mod is the modulus function. Note that the dis-

tribution _B (q) becomes more concentrated around q0 as B increases. The intrinsic-spin-
information about the spin on the plane I⊥ increases as B increases. However, as B increases,
the total intrinsic-spin-information decreases because of the increase in spin-entropy along
I. For a fermion of spin 1/2, the spin-entropy becomes

S = ln 2 + ln c − 1
c

∫ 2c

0
cos2 (q − q0) ln cos2 (q − q0) dq

= ln 2 + ln c + ln
4
4
≈ 1.531 + ln 2 ,

with Γ ≈ 0.450. For spin 1, S ≈ 1.270 + ln 3 with Γ ≈ 0.422.

2.4. Minimum Spin-Entropy

The third law of thermodynamics establishes zero as the minimum of thermodynamics
entropy. The use of differential entropy for the term SI

⊥

B,q may suggest that the proposed
entropy need not be positive, but we will establish a positive minimum for it.

In quantum mechanics, ignoring the spin and focusing on the spatial DOFs, the
entropic uncertainty principle [21–23] establishes that SG + S? ≥ 3 ln(eℎ̄π), with equality for
the normal distribution. We now derive a bound for the spin-entropy.

Theorem 1. The spin-entropy satisfies the inequality

S ≥ ln 2π , (5)

with equality attained for the eigenstates of the spin operator (I = Bℎ̄ cos \.

Proof. This proof is an adaptation to the specific spin phase space of the work of [21–23].
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In Appendix A, we prove Lemma A1 that shows that the Hausdorff–Young inequality
holds for the spin states phase space. Thus, we can apply Beckner’s theorem [22]

(
1
@

) =
2@

(
1
?

)− =2?
≥

( ∑B
<=−B

��UB,<��@) 1
@(

(2π)
?−2

2
∫ 2π

0 |_B (q) |? dq
) 1
?

,

where 1 < ? ≤ 2, 1
?
+ 1
@
= 1, and = is the dimensionality of the space in which the functions

are defined. For the sphere, = = 2. Applying the logarithm to both sides of the inequality
and noting that all the quantities are non-negative, we obtain

ln

[(
1
@

) 1
@

(
1
?

)− 1
?

]
+ ln

(
(2π)

?−2
2

∫ 2π

0
|_B (q) |? dq

) 1
?

≥ ln
( B∑
<=−B

��UB,<��@) 1
@

. (6)

Substituting ? = 2U and @ = 2V, we get the constraint U/1−U = −V/1−V ∈ (1,∞) from
1 = 1/? + 1/@. Multiplying the terms on both sides of (6) by either one of these equal and
positive expressions U/1−U or −V/1−V, and rearranging terms, we obtain

1
1 − U ln

( ∫ 2π

0
|_B (q) |2U dq

)
+ 1

1 − V ln
( B∑
<=−B

��UB,<��2V) ≥ 1
1 − U ln

(
1

2U

)
+ 1

1 − V ln
(

1
2V

)
+ ln 2c ,

where the two first terms are the Rényi’s differential entropy and the Rényi’s entropy,
forming an entropic inequality. Thus, by taking the limits U→ 1− and V→ 1+, we obtain
(5).

The minimum entropy is reached for the eigenstates
��bB,<0

〉
of (I , where −B ≤ <0 ≤ B.

Then, UB,< =
〈
bB,<

��bB,<0

〉
= δ<,<0 , and so _B (q) = kB,<0 . Then, the probabilities are |UB,< |2 =

δ<,<0 and probability densities are |_B (q) |2 = 1/2π, and so the Shannon entropy associated
with {UB,<} is zero and the differential entropy associated with {_B (q)} is ln 2π. �

Thus, for the intrinsic-spin-information, 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 1/ln 2c.
Two observations:

• The spin-entropic principle inequality for a bounded variable q and an integer vari-
able < resulting from the Fourier series transformation reaches its minimum for the
eigenstates of the (I , (2 operators, with corresponding (I eigenvalues <’s.

• Preparing a system to align a spin state with a particular direction, an eigenstate��bB,<=B〉 of a I-axis, as it is done in many experiments with spin up along I, provides
the knowledge of the spin along that direction. Thus, the intrinsic-spin-information is
gained by such a preparation of the lowest spin-entropy state.

2.5. Extending the Spin-Entropy to Mixed States

Mixed states extend the Hilbert space of specified quantum states, or pure states,
to quantum states that are not fully specified and instead are described by a classical
probabilistic combination of pure states. Let a spin mixed state be defined via the density
matrix

dM
B =

%∑
8=1

W8
��b8B〉〈b8B �� ,

where
��b8B〉 = ∑B

<=−B U
8
B,<

��bB,<〉
, 8 = 1, . . . , % are pure states. The randomness present in a

pure state is concentrated in the observables of the spin phase space. However, for mixed
states, additional randomness exists in specifying the state itself, and it is captured by the
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probabilities W8 . Then, the coefficients of a projection of each pure state density matrix onto
the eigenstates along the I-axis choice or along the I⊥ − |q〉 direction are

d
W

B,<,8 = W8
〈
bB,<

��b8B〉〈b8B ��bB,<〉
= W8 |U8B,< |2 ,

d
W

B,8 (q) = W8
〈
q
��b8B〉〈b8B ��q〉 = W8 ( B∑

<′=−B
U8B,<′kB,<′ (q)

)∗
B∑

<=−B
U8B,<kB,< (q)

with the normalizations 1 =
∑#
8=1

∑B
<=−B d

W

B,<,8 and 1 =
∑#
8=1

∫
d
W

B,8 (q) dq. Thus, extending (4)
to include mixed states, the spin-entropy is then

SM = −
#∑
8=1

B∑
<=−B

d
W

B,<,8 ln dW
B,<,8 −

#∑
8=1

∫
d
W

B,8 (q) ln d
W

B,8 (q) dq = (vN +
#∑
8=1

W8S8B , (7)

where von Neumann entropy is (vN = −∑#
8=1 W8 ln W8 , and S8B = −

∑B
<=−B |U8B,< |2 ln |U8B,< |2 +∫

_8B (q) ln_8B (q) dq is the entropy of each pure state in the mixture. The spin-entropy is
always larger than von Neumann entropy, since we also consider the randomness of the
observables, and for every 8, S8B ≥ 0, and so

∑#
8=1 W8S

8
B ≥ 0.

Note that, if one considers only the randomness of the observables, the distributions
in spin phase space are

dM
B,< =

〈
bB,<

��d" ��bB,<〉
=

#∑
8=1

W8 |U8B,< |2 ,

dM
B (q) = 〈q |d" |q〉 =

#∑
8=1

W8

(
B∑

<′=−B
U8B,<′kB,<′ (q)

)∗
B∑

<=−B
U8B,<kB,< (q) .

with normalizations 1 =
∑B
<=−B d

M
B,< and 1 =

∫
d"B (q) dq.

2.6. Pure System with Multiple Particles and Quantum Field Theory

Consider the spin of a pure system with # particles of the same species, each with
spin B. When all the # particles are aligned, the system spin is maximized at Bmax = #B.
For a state with spin value Bmax, the possible I values are < = −Bmax, . . . , Bmax. However,
for the system with # particles, all different values B′ ∈ [Bmin, Bmax] can occur, where
Bmin = B mod(# , 2) for fermions and Bmin = 0 for bosons. For each B′, all possible I

components must be considered, so <B′ = −B′, . . . , B′. The eigenstate basis of the (I , (2

operators associated with the system is then{��b# ,B〉} = ∪Bmax
B′=Bmin

∪B′<=−B′
��bB′,<〉

.

For example, two fermions with B = 1/2 will produce four I states, namely three states with
B′ = 1 and <′ = −1, 0, 1, and the fourth state with B′ = 0 and <′ = 0. Thus, the eigenstate
basis of (I , (2 operators for two fermions is

{��b1,1
〉
,
��b1,0

〉
,
��b1,−1

〉
,
��b0,0

〉}
. In order to extend

the spin-entropy to # particles of the same species, we first describe the density matrix of a
state as

d# ,B =
��b# ,B〉〈b# ,B �� = (

Bmax∑
B′=Bmin

B′∑
<B=−B′

UB′,<B
��bB′,<B 〉) ( Bmax∑

B′′=Bmin

B∑
<′B=−B′′

UB′′,<′B
〈
bB′′,<′B

��)∗
=

Bmax∑
B′=Bmin

B′∑
<B=−B′

Bmax∑
B′′=Bmin

B′′∑
<′B=−B′′

UB′,<BU
∗
B′′,<′B

��bB′,<B 〉〈bB′′,<′B �� . (8)
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Thus, projecting (8) onto the I-basis and onto the |q〉 basis, we derive the density functions
in spin phase space for B′ ∈ [Bmin, Bmax] as

d
# ,B
B′,< =

〈
bB′,<

��d# ,B ��bB′,<〉
= |UB′,< |2 for < ∈ [−B′, B′], and

d
# ,B
B′ (q) = 〈q |d

# ,B |q〉 = |_B′ (q) |2 =
B′∑

<=−B′

B′∑
<′=−B′

UB′,<U
∗
B′,<′ kB′,< (q)k∗B′,<′ (q) .

Then, the spin-entropy (4) of the system is

S# ,B = SI
# ,B + SI

⊥

# ,B

= −
Bmax∑
B′=Bmin

B′∑
<=−B′

d# ,B
< ln d# ,B

B′,< −
Bmax∑
B′=Bmin

∫
d
# ,B
B′ (q) ln d

# ,B
B′ (q) dq

= −
Bmax∑
B′=Bmin

(
B′∑

<=−B′
|UB′,< |2 ln |UB′,< |2 −

∫
|_B′ (q) |2 ln |_B′ (q) |2 dq

)
. (9)

where the normalization is 1 =
∑Bmax
B′=Bmin

∑B′
<=−B′ d

# ,B
B′,< and 1 =

∑Bmax
B′=Bmin

∫
|_B′ (q) |2 dq, and the

phase space describing a system of # particles of spin B consists of all the spheres with
radiuses ℎ̄B, for B ∈ [Bmin, Bmin + 1, . . . , Bmax − 1, Bmax].

In quantum field theory (QFT), superpositions of states with any number of particles
of spin species are also considered. One can write a state as

��bQFT
〉
=
∞∑
#=1

W#

Bmax∑
B′=Bmin

B′∑
<=−B′

U#B′,<

��bB′,<〉
,

where
∑∞
#=1 |W# |

2 = 1, and both Bmin and Bmax depend on # and B. Due to the orthogonality
of the states with different number of particles, it is straightforward to extend (9) to obtain

SQFT,B =
∞∑
#=1
|W# |2

(
SI
# ,B + SI

⊥

# ,B

)
−
∞∑
#=1
|W# |2 ln |W# |2 .

Thus, in QFT, the role of the magnitude square of the complex valued coefficient W#
resembles the mixed states coefficients to the entropy (7) .

2.7. The z-Axis

The formulation of a spin operator and corresponding eigenstates requires a choice of
a I-axis. This is evident from the spin phase space where the quantization of the spin is
along the I-axis, and perpendicular to it a continuous polarization variable q ∈ [0, 2c) is
assigned. A choice of I-axis must be made to construct the quantum state and to assign to it
a unique entropy. Approaches such as [15] average their proposed entropy over all possible
3D rotations to eliminate the I-axis bias, ending up with a spin-entropy that bundles a
large set of quantum states into a single entropy value. Instead, we investigate a physical
property that causes the break of the isotropy of the 3D space for spin states. For the
Stern–Gerlach (SG) experiment, the direction of the applied magnetic field does define the
I-axis, splitting spins according to a positive I+ or negative I− direction eigenstates.

For a system of particles with total spin (, its spin Hamiltonian can be described by
� =

@ℎ̄

2< (6�e + (6 − 1)�I) · (, where ( is the spin vector along an arbitrary direction, “ · ” is
the inner product, 6 is the gyromagnetic ratio, @ the charge of the system, < its inertial

mass, �e the external magnetic field applied to the spin system, and �I =
1
2
�×E/

√
1− E2

22 is the
magnetic field in the rest frame of the system when the charged system is moving in an
electric field � with velocity E. Thus, the preferred direction that breaks the isotropy of the
3D space and defines the I-axis as 6�e + (6 − 1)�I.

Consider the example of photon emission by an excited hydrogen atom in state
2?I (= = 2, ; = 1,< = 1) transitioning to state 1B (= = 1, ; = 0,< = 0). The main spin
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contribution to the Hamiltonian is through the spin orbit interaction, given by a term
proportional to ! · (, where ! is the angular momentum of the electron. Thus, the I-axis
is defined by the angular momentum direction, with possible quantum states associated
with the numbers < = 1, 0,−1, i.e., the excited state angular momentum already broke the
isotropy, and consequently the angular momentum conservation leads to the emission of a
photon on a plane perpendicular to this I-axis.

2.8. Thermalization

A natural question arises, “Is there a link between such entropy and thermodynamics
?”. In recent years, ideas of thermalization coming from quantum mechanics arose in the
works of [9–12] and their references. They are all similarly rooted in von Neumann density
matrix for mixed states, though using different techniques. They considered a pure state
of the universe to be formed by an entanglement of a system state and an environment
state. Tracing out the environment states leads to a mixture of states for the system state.
A consideration of typicality states leads to a link between the von Neumann entropy of
this system state and thermodynamics entropy. Clearly, the same procedure can be applied
to our proposed approach but such mixed state for the system would also contribute to
the entropy with the randomness of the observables as described by (7). Perhaps, another
process that does not require tracing out the environment state and maintains the whole
system pure state can also be devised. In this article, we do not develop this topic further as
we focus here on the spin-entropy for the cases of one, two, and three particles including the
study of entanglement. Extending this entropy to a large number of particles and adopting
possibly the thermalization approach to this entropy and to link it to thermodynamics
entropy is left for future research.

3. Results
3.1. Spin-Entropy for One Particle

We first analyze the spin-entropy for a fermion with spin value 1/2, then we analyze a
massive boson with spin 1, and we conclude this section by analyzing the photon entropy.

3.2. Spin 1/2
A spin state of a particle with spin 1/2, represented by a set of two orthonormal

eigenstates |+〉 =
��b1/2,1/2

〉
= (1, 0)T and |−〉 =

��b1/2,−1/2
〉
= (0, 1)T of the operators ((2, (I) with

associated eigenvalues
(
B = 1/2,< = ±1/2

)
, is��b1/2,I

〉
= eii

(
eia cos \U |+〉 + sin \U |−〉

)
= eii

(
eia cos \U, sin \U

)T
(10)

with \U ∈ [0, π2 ] and i, a ∈ [0, π).

Proposition 1 (spin-entropy for B = 1/2). The spin-entropy of a spin state with B = 1/2, described
by (10), is

S 1
2
(\U) = − cos2 \U ln cos2 \U − sin2 \U ln sin2 \U + ln 2π

− 1
2π

∫ 2π

0
(1 + sin 2\U cos 2q) ln(1 + sin 2\U cos 2q) dq , (11)

Proof. A state
��b1/2

〉
assigns the probability distribution along the I-axis eigenstates PI =(��〈+��b1/2

〉��2,
��〈−��b1/2

〉��2)T
=

(
cos2 \U, sin2 \U

)T
. Thus, from (2) and (3), we obtain

��b1/2,q
〉
=

∫
eii 1
√

2π

(
eiaeiq cos \U + e−iq sin \U

)
|q〉 dq ,

and so d\U ,a (q) = 1
2π (1 + sin 2\U cos(2q + a)). �
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For a visualization of the entropy, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A plot of spin-entropy (11) vs. \U ∈ [0, π2 ], for B = 1/2.

Note that the Wehrl’s entropy for any state
��b1/2

〉
is a constant since all spin 1/2 states

are identical up to a phase [14,15], yielding the same entropy.

3.3. Spin 1

For massive particles with spin B = 1, the spin matrices are

(G =
1
√

2
©«
0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0

ª®¬ (H =
1
√

2
©«
0 −i 0
i 0 −i
0 i 0

ª®¬ (I =
©«
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1

ª®¬ (2 =
©«
2 0 0
0 2 0
0 0 2

ª®¬
yielding a basis representation formed with the eigenvectors of (I and (2: |↑〉I =

��b1,1
〉
=(

1, 0, 0
)T

, |→〉I =
��b1,0

〉
=

(
0, 1, 0

)T
, |↓〉I =

��b1,−1
〉
=

(
0, 0, 1

)T
. A general state of

spin B = 1 in the basis aligned with the I-axis is

|bI〉 = eiiH
(
sin \U cos \V eiiG |↑〉I + cos \U |→〉I + sin \U sin \V eiiI |↓〉I

)
, (12)

with \U, \V ∈ [0, π2 ] and iG , iI , iH ∈ [0, 2π). Following (2), we write the state in the |q〉 basis
as

|bI⊥〉 =
eiiH
√

2π

∫ (
sin \U cos \V ei(iG+2q) + cos \Ueiq + sin \U sin \V ei(iI−2q) ) |q〉 dq. (13)

Proposition 2. The spin-entropy of a spin state with B = 1 in a state given by (12) is

S1 = −
∫ 2π

0
d1 (q, iG , iI , \U, \V) ln d1 (q, iG , iI , \U, \V) dq (14)

+ (2 (cos2 \U) + sin2 \U (2 (cos2 \V) ,

where

(2 (cos2 \) = − cos2 \ ln
(
cos2 \

)
− (1 − cos2 \) ln

(
1 − cos2 \

)
d1 (q) =

1
2π

�� sin \U cos \V ei(iG+2q) + cos \Ueiq + sin \U sin \V ei(iI−2q) ��2
=

1
2π

[
1 + sin2 \U sin

(
2\V

)
cos(4q + iG − iI)

+ sin(2\U) (cos \V cos(q + iG) + sin \V cos(3q − iI)
]

.

Proof. Computing the three probabilities associated with state |bI〉 and deriving its entropy
term SI1 yields

SI1 = − cos2 \U ln cos2 \U − sin2 \U
[
ln sin2 \U − (2 (cos2 \V)

]
.
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The entropy term SI
⊥

1 is derived from the probability density associated with the state |bI⊥〉
from (13), and so

d1 (q) =
1

2π

�� sin \U cos \V ei(iG+2q) + cos \Ueiq + sin \U sin \V ei(iI−2q) ��2 .

�

As observed in simulations and in the special case (11), we conjecture that

Conjecture 1. The spin-entropy depends only on the variables that define the spin-entropy compo-
nent along the I-axis. In particular, the spin-entropy (14) of a state given by (12) can be simplified
to

S1 (\U, \V) = −
∫ 2π

0
d(q, \U, \V) ln d(q, \U, \V) dq (15)

+ (2 (cos2 \U) + sin2 \U (2 (cos2 \V) ,

where

d(q, \U, \V) =
1

2π

�� sin \U cos \V ei2q + cos \Ueiq + sin \U sin \V e−i2q ��2 .

By Theorem 1, the spin-entropy is minimized at \U = 0, at (\U = π/2, \V = 0), and
at (\U = π/2, \V = π/2), the three eigenstates along the I-axis. Thus, preparing a spin state
orientation by aligning it with an axis reduces the entropy. The entropy given by (15) is
visualized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Spin-entropy for B = 1 (15) vs. (\U, \V). Note that, for \U = 0 and for \U = π
2 , \V = 0, π2 ,

describing the three eigenstates along the I-axis, the spin-entropy reaches its minimum value 1.838,
approximating ln 2π.

In order to compare (15) to Wehrl’s spin-entropy, we consider the spin 1 coherent
states

|B,U〉 =
(
cos

\

2

)2

|1,−1〉 +
√

2 cos
\

2
sin

\

2
eiq |1, 0〉 +

(
sin

\

2

)2

ei2q |1, 1〉 . (16)

The cases where \ is 0 or π show that the states |1,−1〉 and |1, 1〉 are coherent states, and
thus minimize the Wehrl spin-entropy. However, state |1, 0〉 cannot be a coherent state and
therefore it has higher Wehrl’s spin-entropy. All eigenstates of (I minimize the spin-entropy.
Moreover, we note that coherent states (16) correspond to the general spin 1 state (12) via
the mapping

q = iI = −iG , sin \ =

√
2 sin 2\V

1 + sin 2\V
=
√

2 cos \U .
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There is a one-to-one mapping between \ and 2\V , both in the range [0, c]. Thus, changes
in the angle \U from the constraint cos \U =

√
sin 2\V/1+sin 2\V will increase Wehrl’s entropy

above its minimum.

3.4. Photon Entropy

Photon is a massless spin 1 particle. Its group representation is ISO(2) or E(2), with the
gauge transformation accounting for the transverse direction. This results in a particle with
helicity ±1 and a two-dimensional polarization field propagating in the helicity direction
or against it. Formally, one creates two circular polarized states, a right-hand side, |ℎ+〉,
and a left-hand side, |ℎ−〉, which are the quantum states of the polarization field. Given
an G, H, I coordinate system, we write |ℎ+〉 = 1√

2
(1, i)T and |ℎ−〉 = 1√

2
(1,−i)T in the basis

|G〉 = (1, 0)T, |H〉 = (0, 1)T in the plane perpendicular to I. The photon-spin operator along I
is then

(I = ℎ̄( |ℎ+〉〈ℎ+ | − |ℎ−〉〈ℎ− |) = ℎ̄
(
0 −i
i 0

)
,

with the two eigenstates, |ℎ+〉, |ℎ−〉 and eigenvalues ±1, which are the helicity values. The
general state of the photon is then |k〉 = U+ |ℎ+〉 + U− |ℎ−〉 where 1 = |U+ |2 + |U− |2. The DOFs
of the photon spin are captured by these two coefficients, which produce the probabilities
|U+ |2, |U− |2 for the photon to be in each of the helicities eigenvectors.

3.5. Entanglement and Qubits Entropy

An entangled state is a quantum state that cannot be factored as a product of states
of its local constituents. We study entanglements of two fermions, perform comparisons
with von Neumann entropy and Wehrl entropy, and study entanglement of three fermions
(triplets).

Two Fermions

Consider a system with two fermions with spin B = 1/2, say � and �, and a spin basis,
which is the product of individual spin eigenstates along the I-axis:

|++〉 = |+〉� |+〉�, |+−〉 = |+〉� |−〉�,

|−+〉 = |−〉� |+〉�, |−−〉 = |−〉� |−〉�.

In order to evaluate the spin-entropy of a two spin state, we examine the spin phase space
for the two fermions case. Spin matrices associated with the two fermions can be written in
terms of Pauli matrices fG ,fH ,fI of the individual fermions as

(G,H,I =
1
2
fG,H,I ⊗ I + I ⊗ 1

2
fG,H,I and (2 = (2

G + (2
H + (2

I ,

written in the basis of products of single particle eigenstates along I, namely
|++〉, |+−〉, |−+〉, |−−〉. However, some of these vectors are not eigenstates of (2. A
common eigenbasis to (2 and (I , written in terms of the product of single particle
eigentstates, is

{
|++〉, 1√

2
( |+−〉 + |−+〉), 1√

2
( |+−〉 − |−+〉), |−−〉

}
. In particular, we will now

focus on the subspace with spin 0 along the I-axis (< = 0), i.e., the subspace generated by
the two Bell states��R +〉 = ��b2,1,0

〉
=

1
√

2
(|+−〉 + |−+〉) |R−〉 =

��b2,0,0
〉
=

1
√

2
( |+−〉 − |−+〉) ,

which are entangled states and eigenstates of (I with < = 0. We can then readily compute
the spin-entropy for these states from Theorem 1 to be ( = ln 2π ≈ 1.837. These Bell states,
known to be maximally entangled states, have the lowest possible spin-entropy.
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3.6. Qubit Entropy

An arbitrary state of a qubit can be written as a linear combination of the Pauli matrices,
which provide a basis for all 2 × 2 self-adjoint matrices. A key difference between spin
1/2 particles and qubits is that, while all fermion particle systems must satisfy the Pauli
exclusion principle, qubits can be constructed without it. For example, if a qubit represents
the two possible states of an electron in a hydrogen atom, being in a specific excited state or
the ground state, then two nearby hydrogen atoms can both be in the same state (both in the
excited state or both in the ground state) or in a superposition of these states. When the two
atoms are close enough to each other, it is also possible for them to be in a superposition
of the ground state and excited state and entangled with each other. More broadly, it is
possible for qubits to occupy any possible state in Hilbert space and to be transformed
from one state to any other. For example, when building qubits technology, the CNOT gate
[24,25] can disentangle any Bell entangled two qubit-state and also convert a disentangled
qubit-state into a Bell entangled qubit-state.

Representing a qubit state in the basis |1〉, |0〉 (analogously to the spin I component up
and down) leads to representing it by |10〉, |01〉 the two qubits disentangled states. We wish
to define a qubit-entropy and to distinguish it from spin-entropy, and inspired by the 0, 1
basis, we adopt the logarithm base 2 for qubits, i.e., we define the qubit-entropy to be

Definition 2. S# qubits =
1

log2 e S# B=1/2, where # is the number of qubits.

3.7. Two Qubits Entanglement

Writing the disentangled states, |10〉, |01〉, in terms of the eigenstates of (2, (I |10〉 =
1√
2
|R +〉 + 1√

2
|R−〉 and |01〉 = 1√

2
|R +〉 − 1√

2
|R−〉, we can evaluate the qubit-entropy to be

S2 qubits( |10〉) = SI2 qubits( |10〉) + SI
⊥

2 qubits( |10〉) = 1 −
∫

1
2π

(
1 + cos q

)
ln

1
2π

(
1 + cos q

)
dq

≈ 1
log2 e

2.224 .

The qubit-entropy for |01〉 is the same. Clearly, the entropy for the disentangled two qubits
is larger then the entropy for the Bell entangled states, which is S2 qubits( 1√

2
( |10〉 ± |01〉) ≈

1
log2 e 1.837.

3.7.1. Comparison with the von Neumann and Werhl Entropies

For pure entangled states, von Neumann entropy is zero. However, one can trace
out some states to evaluate von Neumann entropy of the remaining mixed states. Work
exists exploring the information content of pure entangled physical systems employing
von Neumann entropy, e.g., [26–29]. The required choice of basis functions is the product of
one-particle eigenstates |+〉|−〉, |−〉|+〉, so that one can trace out one-particle spin eigenstates.
Thus, in this basis, the Bell entangled states are represented as |R±〉 = 1√

2
|+〉|−〉 ± 1√

2
|−〉|+〉,

and after tracing out any of the two particles states the probabilities of the resulting mixed
state are P+ = 1

2 and P− = 1
2 with von Neumann entropy

SvN
2qubits (

��R±〉) = 1 ,

while the disentangled states |+〉|−〉, |−〉|+〉, after one state being traced out, yield a single
pure state with zero von Neumann entropy. Thus, disentangled states have lower von
Neumann entropy then entangled states.

Wehrl’s entropy for such a mixed state was evaluated by [30] to conclude that, like
von Neumann entropy, disentangled states minimize Wehrl entropy.

In contrast, the spin-entropy (and qubit-entropy) produce opposite evaluations of the
entangled and disentangled states, being maximum at disentangled states and minimum
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at Bell states (the eigenstates of (I , (2 for < = 0). The spin-entropy and qubit-entropy
also have an extra term due to the randomness of the conjugate q variables in the chosen
I-direction.

3.7.2. Werner State

Werner state [31] is a state defined via a density matrix d�� that satisfies d�� =

(* ⊗*)d�� (*† ⊗*†) for every unitary operator* acting separately on both 3-dimensional
Hilbert subspaces � and �. For two qubits, corresponding to 3 = 2, the density matrix in
the basis {|11〉, |10〉, |01〉, |00〉} can be written as

,
(?,2)
��

=
?

3
|11〉〈11| + 3 − 2?

6
|10〉〈10| + −3 + 4?

6
|10〉〈01|

+ −3 + 4?
6
|01〉〈10| + 3 − 2?

6
|01〉〈01| + ?

3
|00〉〈00| ,

where 0 ≤ ? ≤ 1. Werner states are entangled for ? < 1
2 and separable for ? ≥ 1

2 . Wooters
and colleagues [32,33] provide a method to evaluate an entropy of such state. They consider
all possible pure state decompositions of , (?,2)

��
. Each decomposition gives an entropy

being the average of each pure state entropy according to the decomposition probabilities,
and where each pure state entropy is the von Neumann entropy after tracing out one
state. Finally, the entropy, (?,2)

��
is then defined as the minimum of such entropy over all

possible pure states decomposition. Wooters calculated this entropy to be an increasing
monotonic function according to the entanglement; the larger the entanglement, the larger
is the entropy.

Our proposed qubit-entropy for the general case of mixed states is (7) and does not
require any optimization. In order to evaluate Werner state qubit-entropy, we must first
write it in the basis of the eigenstates of two-qubits spin matrices, namely, {|11〉, 1√

2
(|10〉 +

|01〉), 1√
2
(|10〉 − |01〉), |00〉}. Note that this basis decomposition of a two-qubit state will not

keep the Werner density invariant. Instead, the Werner density in matrix form is

,
(?,2)
��

=

©«
?

3 0 0 0
0 ?

3 0 0
0 0 1 − ? 0
0 0 0 ?

3

ª®®®¬ .

The qubit-entropy for this decomposition, following (7), is then

SM
2qubit (,

(?,2)
��
) = −[? log2 ? + (1 − ?) log2 (1 − ?)] + ? log2 3 + log2 2π ,

where the first term is the entropy of a binary coin with bias ?, the second term is a
linear term in ?, and the last one is the qubit-entropy of the weighted sums of the pure

states. The qubit-entropy reaches its maximum at ? = 3
4 when ,

(?= 3
4 ,2)

��
= 1

4 I is a totally
mixed state and reaches its minimum at ? = 0 when it is in the pure entangled state
,
(?=0,2)
��

= 1
2 ( |10〉 − |01〉)(〈10| − 〈01|). This is in contrast with Wooter’s evaluation based on

von Neumann entropy, where the larger the entanglement, the larger the entropy.

3.8. Triplets

Given a triplet set of spin 1/2 particles, the total-spin matrices (G,H,I in the basis of
products of single particle eigenstates are

(G,H,I = fG,H,I ⊗ I ⊗ I + I ⊗ fG,H,I ⊗ I + I ⊗ I ⊗ fG,H,I ,
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where the Pauli matrices are written in the single particle I-axis eigenvectors basis. A
common basis for both (I and (2 is given by the vectors [34]���b 3

2 , 3
2

〉
= |+ + +〉,���b 3

2 , 1
2

〉
=

1
√

3
( |+ + −〉 + |+ − +〉 + |− + +〉),���b 3

2 ,− 1
2

〉
=

1
√

3
( |− − +〉 + |− + −〉 + |+ − −〉),���b 3

2 ,− 3
2

〉
= |− − −〉,���b 1

2 , 1
2
(\+)

〉
=

cos \+√
2
|+〉 ⊗ (|+−〉 − |−+〉) + sin \+√

2
( |+−〉 − |−+〉) ⊗ |+〉,���b 1

2 ,− 1
2
(\−)

〉
=

cos \−√
2
|−〉 ⊗ (|+−〉 − |−+〉) + sin \−√

2
(|+−〉 − |−+〉) ⊗ |−〉 , (17)

where the parameters \+, \− ∈ [0, 2c) characterize the degeneracy of the subspace of spin
magnitude B = 1/2, a four-dimensional subspace with only two eigenvalues.

Maximally Entangled States

According to our spin-entropy, the minimum ln 2π is associated with the eigenstates

(17), i.e., entangled states
���b 3

2 , 1
2

〉
,
���b 3

2 ,− 1
2

〉
and entangled subspaces

���b 1
2 , 1

2
(\+)

〉
,
���b 1

2 ,− 1
2
(\−)

〉
.

We propose that the minimum entropy be the criterion to define maximally entangled
states among all the entangled states. Thus, the entangled state W [35], namely |k, 〉 =

1√
3
( |+ − −〉 + |− + −〉 + |− − +〉), is a maximally entangled state since it is the eigenstate

���b 3
2 ,− 1

2

〉
,

and thus has the lowest entropy.
In contrast, consider the entangled state GHZ [36], |k��/ 〉 = 1√

2
( |+ + +〉 + |− − −〉).

Clearly, it is not an eigenstate of either (2 or (I . The entropy will be larger than for all
entangled eigenstates of (2, (I and thus it is not a maximally entangled state.

Ranking entangled states according to the spin-entropy generates an information
content evaluation that may be helpful when devising quantum physical processes. The
lower the entropy, the further away is the state from decoherence.

4. Conclusions

The concept of spin-entropy in a spin phase space is proposed. The spin phase space of
a particle is defined via the already existing Geometric Quantization method that quantizes
a sphere surface. The conjugate operators associated with the spherical polar representation
do not commute, yielding the uncertainty principle for the spin values in phase space. The
states in spin phase space are the simultaneous projections of a spin state onto the I-axis
eigenstates and onto the polarization angle states, generating the plane perpendicular to the
I-axis. The spin-entropy captures the randomness present in the spin state for a specified
I-axis. The I-axis for a system of fermions is defined as the direction of the magnetic field
present in the system, and it can vary over time. In the case of a photon, the I-axis is the
direction of the propagation, where the helicity is defined. The formulation is general for a
system of many spin particles and extends to quantum fields. We studied spin-entropy for
single particles with spin 1/2, spin 1, photons, and for two and three entangled fermions of
spin 1/2.

We have examined entangled states not only for the spin particles but also for qubits,
where all possible two qubits are allowed. We then defined qubit-entropy as an extension
of spin-entropy to qubits to the log2 base. Bell’s entangled qubit states that are eigenstates
of the (I , (2 operators have lower qubit-entropy than that of the product of one qubit states
(disentangled qubit states). In contrast, the von Neumann entropy and Wehrl entropy are
maximized at Bell’s entangled qubit states and minimized at disentangled qubit states.
This analysis was also extended to Werner states.
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We then analyzed some quantum states of three fermion of spin 1/2, also applicable to
qubits, and suggested that maximum entangled states should be defined by the minimum
spin-entropy value or qubit-entropy value. The lower the entropy of an entangled state,
the larger the entanglement.
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Appendix A

Lemma A1 (Hausdorff–Young Inequality Holds). The Hausdorff–Young inequality holds for
the spin states phase space, i.e., for ? ∈ (1, 2] and for every @ satisfying 1 = 1

?
+ 1
@

,

( B∑
<=−B

��UB,<��@)1/@
≤

(
(2π)

?−2
2

∫ 2π

0
|_B (q) |? dq

)1/?
.

Proof. Rewrite (3) as

_B (q) =
∞∑

<=−∞
UB,<kB,< (q) . (A1)

where UB,< = 0 for |< | > B. Note that the sum on < is either on all even or all odd multiples
of 1

2 , depending on whether 2B is even or odd. Then, we rewrite (A1) as

_B (q) =
1
√

2π

∞∑
<=−∞

UB,< ei[ (2\ (<)−1) B+<]q =
1
√

2π

∞∑
9=−∞

VB, 9 ei 9 q , (A2)

where 9 ∈ Z, VB, 9 = UB,< for 9 =
(
2\ (<) − 1

)
B +< and VB, 9 = 0 otherwise. Clearly, for any

value of A
∞∑
9=−∞
|VB, 9 |A =

∞∑
<=−∞

|UB,< |A .

Then, (A2) describes a Fourier series expansion of the periodic complex-valued function
_B (q). The Fourier inverse is

1
√

2π

∫ 2π

0
_B (q) e−i 9 q dq = VB, 9 or

∫ 1

0

√
2π_B (2π`) e−2πi 9` d` = VB, 9 .

Thus, the Hausdorff–Young inequality( ∞∑
9=−∞

��VB, 9 ��@)1/@
≤

( ∫ 1

0

���√2π_B (2π`)
���? d`

)1/?
(A3)
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holds. We can then replace back the variables UB,<’s and q = 2π` into (A3), completing the
proof. �

Appendix B. List of Main Symbols (in Order of Appearance)

Appendix B.1. Section 2

(G , (H , (I : spin matrices along G, H, I, respectively
®(: the spin vector operator, i.e., ®( = (G Ĝ + (H Ĥ + (I Î
(2 = ®( · ®( = (2

G + (2
H + (2

I : the spin magnitude square
SO(3): the rotation group
\ and q: angles in the polar coordinates
(I = Bℎ̄ cos \ and q: conjugate operators (after promotion from variables to operators)
|q〉: eigenvectors of the operator q in Dirac notation, where q ∈ [0, 2π)��bB,<〉

: eigenvectors of the operator (I = Bℎ̄ cos \ in Dirac notation, where < = −B, . . . , B
kB,< (q) =

〈
q
��bB,<〉

: basis transformation coefficients
|bB〉: a particle state of spin magnitude Bℎ̄
UB,< =

〈
bB,<

��bB〉: coefficients of a decomposition of a particle state in the basis {
��bB,<〉

}
_B (q) = 〈q|bB〉: coefficients of a decomposition of a particle state in the basis {|q〉}
_B (q) =

∑B
<−B UB,<kB,< (q): transformation of the basis coefficients

dB = |bB〉〈bB |: density matrix associated with a pure state |bB〉
dB,< =

〈
bB,<

��dB ��bB,<〉
= |UB,< |2: projection coefficients in the basis {

��bB,<〉
}

dB (q) = 〈q|dB |q〉 = |_B (q) |2: projection coefficients in the basis {|q〉}
S: (spin) entropy
SI : spin entropy component along the I-direction
SI
⊥
: spin entropy component perpendicular to the I-direction (associated with the angle q)

Γ: intrinsic-spin-information
S# qubits: the qubit entropy for # qubits
S# ,B : (spin) entropy for # particles of spin B
dM
B =

∑%
8=1 W8

��b8B〉〈b8B �� : density matrix associated with a mixed state formed from % pure
states {

��b8B〉; 8 = 1, . . . , %}
W8 : probabilities of a mixed state to be in a pure state 8
d
W

B,<,8 : the coefficient of a projection of each pure state density matrix onto the eigenstate��bB,<〉
, along a chosen I-axis

d
W

B,8 (q): the coefficient of a projection of each pure state density matrix onto the eigenstate
|q〉, perpendicular to the I-axis.
SM: (spin) entropy for mixed states
SvN: von Neumann entropy for mixed states

Appendix B.2. Section 3

\U ∈ [0, π2 ]: parameter to create the following two real valued and normalized coefficients
of spin 1/2, namely cos \U and sin \U.
i, a ∈ [0, π): phase parameters for spin 1/2 states
\U, \V ∈ [0, π2 ]: parameter to create the following three real valued and normalized coeffi-
cients of spin 1, namely cos \U, sin \U cos \V , and sin \U sin \V
iG , iI , iH ∈ [0, 2π): phase parameters for spin 1 states
|ℎ±〉: two helicity states for photons
|±〉: states for a single particle with spin 1

2 or for a single qubit
|0〉 and |1〉: states for a single qubit
|↑〉, |→〉, |↓〉: states for a single particle with spin 1
,
(?,2)
��

: Werner state for dimension 3 = 2 with parameter ? ∈ [0, 1].
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